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1.

1. Let E be a bounded Borel set of points on ^-plane. We distribute a

positive mass dμ(a) of total mass 1 on E and let

u (z) = \ l°β i j dμ (a

then # (̂ ) is harmonic outside of E. Let Vμ. be the upper limit of u (%) for

M < oo and 1/ = mίVμ., then C(J3) = e~v is called the logarithmic capacity
μ

of £ . Hence if C(JB) > 0, i.e. V < oo, then we can distribute a positive mass

dub on 12, such that Vμ < oo.

EvansX) proved the following theorem, which we use in the proof of

Theorem 5»

LEMMA 1. (EVANS.) Let E be a bounded closed set of logarithmic capacity %ero

on %-plane, then we can distribute a positive mass of total mass 1 on E, such that

u (ίζ) tends to + oo, when «ζ tends to any point of E.

Beurling2) proved the following important theorems:

THEOREM L (BEURLING.) Let w=zf(%) be regular in | ^ | < 1 and the area A

on wplane, which is described by n>=f(z) (l ζl < 1) be finite, i. e.

A= \\ \f'(reiΘ)\2

\z)<l

then the set E of points eiθ on | ^ | = 1, such that
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